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Abstract

Near-field antenna measurement techniques offer an alternative to conventional
far-field antenna measurement techniques. Of the various coordinate systems used for
near-field measurements, the spherical coordinate system provides the most natural
extension from the conventional far-field characterization of an antenna to a more
general characterization for arbi trary range lengths.
This paper describes the Scientific-Atlanta Model 2022, a user-oriented implementation of a spherical near-field antenna measurement system. An example of typical
system usage is provided. System capabilities and performance are described. Key
concepts required to understand and use the spherical near-field method are discussed.
The advantages and disadvantages of near-field antenna testing in relation to
conventional far-field testing are considered. The particular merits of spherical nearfield testing as compared to other forms of near-field testing are discussed. Antenna
testing situations which provide the most likely candidates for the spherical near-field
measurement technique are described.
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Near-field scanning can be
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distance between the probe antenna and
the test antenna is not constrained as in
conventional testing.
The computer
algorithm automatically compensates for
range lengths which are too short to
vide a far-field radiation pattern.
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scanning is the ability to bring the probe
antenna very close to the test antenna,
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One disadvantage of near-field
scanning is the requirement for a computer. A second disadvantage is the
required by the computer to transform
the near-field antenna pattern into a
far-field pattern. A less obvious drawback is the requirement for data
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signal, must not exceed the capacity of
the transformation software. The overall
accuracy of an indoor near-field range is
excellent. Performance is not compromised by the finite length of the range,
since the computer algorithm automatically compensates for range length. Performance is not dependent upon critical
control of machining tolerances, as in the
compact range, although care must be
taken to assure that the probe remains on
the ideal scanning surface. A near-field
range utilizes a broad-beamed probe and
is electromagnetically simple.
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Unlike the other range configurations, far-field test results are not
immediately available from a near-field
range.
Data processing must be performed before the far-field characteristics of the antenna are available. As
more experience with near-field methods
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Spherical Near-Field Scanning
Near-field scanning involves the
sampling of a radiation distribution on a
two-dimensional surface which adjoins
the volume containing the test antenna..
Three surface geometries are commonly
used for near-field scanning, These are a
plane, a cylinder, and a sphere, Having
chosen the type of scanning surface, the
sampling grid can be specified..
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Two types of sampling grids for a
planar surface are considered here. The
first is the cartesian coordinate grid..
Figure 2 illustrates near-field scanning on
a plane cartesian grid.
The sampling
surface must extend far enough to
sect the major portion of the energy propagated by antenna.
Electromagnetic
energy which is outside the coverage of
the sampling grid is not accounted for in
the calculation of the far-field radiation
pattern. The major advantage of plane
cartesian scanning is the simplicity of
transformation algorithm, The relatively
simple mathematics allow for speedy
computation of the far-field.

Figure 2.. Plane Cartesian Sampling
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Another coordinate grid which has
been considered for scanning a planar
surface is the plane hexagonal grid.
Figure 3 illustrates near-field scanning in
this configuration.
The hexagonal grid
provides a more efficient sampling
arrangement than cartesian grid.
The
number of samples required to characterize a given radiation pattern is reduced,
thus reducing the time required for data
acquisition. However, the transformation
mathematics for plane hexagonal scanning
is more complex than for plane
scanning..

v

Figure 3.. Plane
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enlarged, the degree of closure increases.
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cept only half of the directions
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From a practical viewpoint, this
not represent a major concern, since most
antennas tested with near-field scanning
are high!y di rectional, The planar scanning surface can be arranged to
most of the radiated energy.
the far-field characterization
antenna can only span a directional
less than a hemisphere.
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Cylindrical scanning does not provide a complete solution to the closure
problem since the two end caps of the
cylindrical scanning
are open.
Full circular scans are available in one
axis however. In the limit, as the Z-span
of the cylinder is increased, the scanning
surface will intercept all the energy
emitted by the test antenna, with the
exception of energy propagated along the
two poles of the coordinate system.
The primary cost for the benefits
of cylindrical scanning is a moderate
increase in the complexity of the transformation algorithm. Thus, data ....... ,-.~."'.,.
sing of cylindrical near-field data takes
somewhat longer than the processing of
planar cartesian near-field data.
This
increase in processing time does not
represent a major concern, however.
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Spherical scanning provides a
complete solution to both the scaling
problem and the closure problem.
In
addition, spherical scanning provides
other advantages.
Figure 5 illustrates
spher ical scanning. In spherical scanning,
the probe is held stationary. Movements
in
the
8-coordinate
and
in
the
<j>-coordinate are simulated by rotation of
the test antenna. Spherical scanning does
not require any linear motion, and thus
completely avoids the scaling problem
associated with both planar and cylindrical scanning. The closure problem is also
avoided, since the spherical scanning
surface completely bounds the volume of
the test antenna.
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In addition to these advantages,
spherical near-field employs positioner
configurations which are identical to
those used in conventional antenna testing
on a far-field range. The major distinction between a spherical near-field range
and a conventional far-field range is the
degree of spearation between the test
antenna and the probe antenna. Thus,
spherical near-field maximizes the utilization of existing positioner hardware.

Neither
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scanning employs
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Having considered the advantages
and disadvantages of spherical near-field,
an informed judgement can be made as to
its applicability in a given test situation.
In order to use spherical near-field, however, a basic understanding of certain key
concepts must be developed.
1. Positioner Configuration

In a spherical near-field range,
the test antenna is usually mounted on a
dual axis posi tioner. Both the axes of the
test posit.ioner are rotary axes. Figure 7
illustrates several common positioner
configurations which may be used for
spherical scanning.
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Figure 1.. Common Positioner '-" "", ""'
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Convention

value of the
coordinate.
In order to
acquired data properly, the
outs must be
by
offset angle for
of the
The theta
angle is
angular readout of the theta axis when it
has been rotated such tha t the phi and
axes are co-linear. Note that
theta
offset angle is independent of the particular mounting of the test antenna. For the
azimuth-over-elevation positioner
in Figure 8, the theta offset angle is the
reading on the elevation axis positioner
display when the elevation axis has been
rotated dockwise so that the azimuth
axis and the probe polarization axis overlay.
The phi offset angle is somewhat
less critical than the theta offset
The phi offset angle describes
center
of the antenna pattern insofar as the phi
axis is concerned. During data acquisition, the phi axis is scanned so that the
position represented by the phi offset
angle is midpoint of the scan. For the
azimuth-over-elevation positioner shown
in Figure 8, the phi offset angle whould be
the reading on the azim uth axis posi tion
display for the elevation and azimuth
positions shown, presuming that the
primary interest is in the test antenna
characteristics near the peak of
beam.

the
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shown in Figure 7
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main
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The chi offset angle is related to
the mounting of the probe antenna on the
polarization positioner.
The spherical
near-field
transformation
algorithm
implemented in the Model 2022 assumes
that the probe is linearly polarized.
chi offset angle is the angular readout of
the chi axis when the electric field of a
transmi tting probe is perpendicular to the
theta axis, For the range configuration
shown in Figure 8, the chi offset angle is
the reading on the probe polarization
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The
theoretical
sampling interval which will
the radiation pattern
determined by the diameter of the minimum sphere (D) and by
wavelength of
the test signal (>.). These two quanti ties
are used to form the ratio Of>', which
defines the electrical size of the test
aperture. As an example, a of>. ratio of
55 corresponds to a maximum
interval of roughly one degree.
four
first mode is
In this mode,
operations
con-

Thus, if all the spatial detail of
the antenna pattern is to be recorded, the
sampling interval for the acquired data
must not be greater than the theoretical
maximum interval determined from the
Of>. ratio. A sampling interval smaller
than the theoretical maximum interval
may be used, however.
While this
increases the amount of time required for
da ta acquisition, it does provide the
potential to perform pattern filtering and
noise rejection. The electrical size of the
test aperture determines the maximum
rate at which the radiation pattern of the
test antenna can change in space. Thus,
any spatial frequency components of the
acquired data which exceed
maximum
spatial frequency are due to noise and
may be removed.

the correct
instruments
2022.

The Mode12022

Scientific-Atlanta
has
implemented spherical near-field as part of its
Series 2020 Automatic Antenna Analyzer.
The Model 2022 has all the capabili ty of
its predecessors, plus the capability to
perform spherical near-field data acquisition and data transformation. Attention
here is focused on the near-field capability of the Model 2022. Specifications for
the other capabilities are available from
Scientific-A tlanta,

Data File
third mode
Model
In this mode the data
data acquisition may
Numerical listings of the
may be generted on the system
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the specified test immediately. Figure 12
is a listing of the test file used to
the near-field antenna data shown in
sequent pages.
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The acquisition parameters are
di vided into a number of
parameter groupings.
This
the
operator organize the test parameters and
provides access to each parameter group
independently during an edit of the test
file.
The first group of test parameters
specify the configuration of the positioner
hardware. The theta, phi, and
axes
are selected from those axes
in
the system initialization table. The position readout for each of these axes is
calibra ted by the entry of the positioner
offset angles.
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additional information as to the limits of
coverage must be
Antenna data
which is not acquired will
ignored
during the calculation of the transformed
pattern.
When
transformation
algorithm requires uncollected antenna
data, a null signal is assumed.

maximum
isfy the
on the
entered in
recommended start
determined.
are listed by
the default
which follow.

The fourth and fifth parameter
groups specify the test frequency and the
receiver settings, respectively.
Up to
fi ve test frequencies may be specified for
a data acquisition test. In general, when
the data acquisition speed is limited by
the data transfer rate of the system, no
advantage will be gained by multi- frequency operation. If, however, the positioner hardware limits the data acquisition speed, it may be possible to collect
data for several frequencies in the same
time it takes to collect data for a single
frequency.

may choose to overby the

In the sixth parameter group, the
scan (phi) axis sampling parameters are
entered. In the seventh group, the step
(theta) axis parameters are entered.
These specifications consist of the record
increments, the start angles, and the stop
angles for the theta and phi axes. The
choice of acquisition increments is
restricted by data processing considerations. The acquisition increments must
divide the sphere into an integral number
The number of
of sample intervals.
intervals must be compatible with the
transformation algorithm. The
tion start and stop angles are also
restricted.
The scan start and stop
parameters must be chosen such that a
sample point falls at the scan offset position. The step parameters must be chosen
such that a sample point falls at the pole
of the spherical scanning surface.

confirmation
are to
display.
In
to transform near-field
antenna
the
transformation algorithm must be provided with a phase
as
as an
arnpli tude
the phase of
the
is
required.
a
problem
A
coupler is
to sample the test signal
feeding
probe, which is normally the
transmitting antenna. A
the
signal to the
input where it is
reference.
used as a
a

To aid the operator in the selection of appropriate parameters, the
computer
determines
recommended
parameter values. On the basis of the
minimum sphere specified in the third
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"'SPHERICAL NEAR-FIELD DATA TRANSFORMATION TEST FILE NUMBER: 67
1. INPUT DATA SPECIFICATIONS

"'INPUT FROr'l SNF RASTER SCAN DATA.
"'5NF RASTER SCAN DATA INPUT FILE A:
DF.0'H4

"'SNF RASTER SCAN DATA NPUT FILE B
DFHkJ5
"'INPUT FREQUENCY NUMBER:
1

2.·

3.

4.

5.
6.

"'APC SIGNAL CORRECTION NOT PERFORMED.
TRMISFOI~HATION CONTROL SPEC I FICATIONS
"'DATArRANSFORMATION PERFORMED.
"'RADIUS OF MINIMUN SPHERE (CENTIMETERS):
AS PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED
'"RANGE LENGTH FOR INPUT DATA (CENTIMETERS):
AS PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED
"'RANGE LENGTH FOR TRANSFORMED DATA (CENTIMETERS):
INFINITE
"'PATTERN PEAK NORMALIZATION PERFORMED.
"'RANGE LENGTH COMPENSATION PERFORMED.
COlli'UTATION SCAN PARANETERS
'"DESIRED COMPUTATION SCAN INCREMENT (DEGREES):
ACQUISITION SCAN INCREMENT
"'DESIRED COMPUTATION SCAN START ANGLE (DEGREES):
ACQUISITION SCAN START ANGLE
"'DESIRED COMPUTATION SCAN STOP ANGLE (DEGREES):
ACQUISITION SCAN STOP ANGLE
COMPUTATION STEP PARAMETERS
"'DESIRED COMPUTATION STEP INCREMENT (DEGREES):
ACQUISITION STEP INCREMENT
"'DESIRED COMPUTATION STEP START ANGLE (DEGREES):
ACQUISITION STEP START ANGLE
'"DESIRED COr·II'UTATION STEP STOP ANGLE (DEGREES):
ACQUISITION STEP STOP AllGlE
SNF COMPUTATION DATA OUTPUT FILE:
"'DATA UUTPUT FILE GENERATED.
SNF RASTER SCAN DATA OUTPUT FILE A:
*OUTPUT POLARIZATION PARALLEL TO STEP (THETA) AXIS.
*DESIRED OUTPUT SCAN INCREMENT (DEGREES):
.25JJ

'"DESiRED OUTPUT SCAN START ANGLE (DEGREES):
COMPUTATION SCAN START ANGLE
"'DESIRED OUTPUT SCAN STOP ANGLE (DEGREES):
COmUTATION SCAN STOP ANGLE
*DESIRED UUTPUT STEP INCREMENT (DEGREES):
1.J:1f:Hl

*DESIRED OUTPUT STEP START ANGLE (DEGREES):
'J.lJ.IJ9lf
*D~SIRED

OUTPUT STEP STOP ANGLE (DEGREES):

CJJJ.fJ'JIJ

7. SNr: RA~TER SCAN DATA OUTPUT FILE B:
*OUTPUT POLARIZATION PARALLEL TO STEP (THETA) AXIS.
*UE:;IRED OUTPUT SCAN InCr~ErIEfH (DEGREES):
COMPUTATION SCAN INCREMENT
*UESIltED OUTPUT SCAN START ANGLE (DEGREES):
22.24f1

"'DESIRED OUTPUT SCAN STOP ANGLE (DEGREES):
2:3.HfJiJ

*DESIRED UUTPUT STEP INCREMENT (DEGREES):
.7G/1

"'DESIRED OUTPUT STEP START ANGLE

(OEG~EES):

•.0'9.0'

"'DESIRED OUTPUT STEP STOP ANGLE (DEGREES):
179.'o9fJ

a. SNF

SCAN DATA OUTPUT FILE c .
OUTPUT FILE NOT GENERATED.
9. SNF RASTER SCAN DATA OUTPUT FILE D:
"'DATA OUTPUT FILE NOT GENERATED.
r~A~)Tt.::lt

·'~D;\T/\

*END OF TEST FILE LISTING

Figure 13.. Spherical

Compact Range.
By
resul ts of the tests, the correct " . . . ''''... ..,.T
of the spherical near-field software was
established. In addition, the verification
testing provided an opportunity to establish the performance level of the
ware. The test program was performed at
the Scientific-Atlanta Gwinnett
facility.
Figure 14 is a photograph of the
antenna and positioner used for verification testing.
The antenna is a 2 foot
diameter parabolic reflector. Tests were
performed at 13 GHz and 14 GHz. To
enhance the accuracy of the measurements, optical instruments were used in
conjunction with the special mounting
hardware to perform range alignment.
The positioner shown in Figure 14
is the standard posi tioner offered with the
Model 5751 Compact Range. The axis
order for this positioner is roll over
azimuth over elevation. For the duration
of the testing, the roll and azimuth axes
were used as the two active axes. The
elevation axis was blocked to prevent
extraneous motion. In addition to the
axes listed above, a linear axis below the
elevation positioner provided travel along
the range axis. This motion proved useful
for testing at different near-field range
lengths and for checking the accuracy of
the compact range.

pattern.
± 180°
ordinates has not
of the
acquired
and
transformed
Both patterns are
sampled
, which is the increment used for both
and
data transformation.
shows
the effect of
transformation process.

In Figure 14, the test antenna is
shown mounted in a polar configuration.
Testing was also performed with the
antenna mounted in an equatorial configuration.
The latter configuration was
obtained by the insertion of a right-angle
bracket between the base of the antenna
and the mounting surface of the roll positioner. In effect, the right-angle bracket
converted the roll over azimuth configuration to an elevation over azimuth configuration..

Figure 18 is a comparison of the
reconstructed far-field pattern to the
coarsely sampled far-field
The
reconstructed pattern
a
increment which is
, compared to the
original increment of 0.75°.
can be
seen, the
pattern produces
a much
of the
antenna.
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Figure 15. Equatorial Verification Test Parameters

Figure 16. Far-Field Radiation Characteristics of Verification Antenna
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Before comparing the
near- field test results to the
range test results, the accuracy of the
compact range was established. Inaccuracies in the compact range were predominantly caused by stray signal reflections.
To
characterize
these
inaccuracies,
several pattern measurements were
at various positions along the range
Thus, the stray signal radiation was dephased with respect to the planar wavefront from the compact range reflector.
The various positions produced discrepant
patterns which indicate the performance
level of the range. This type of performance characterization is dependent on
the test antenna as well as on the
inherent accuracy of the corn pact range,
since the antenna possesses its own directional properties. Figure 19 illustrates
the results of this measurement procedure.

outcome
tion,
60° by
data
of the test
transwhich was
for
for the
formation provided input
partial
transformation. As can
seen, the partial
tially unchanged
result over most of the
e- ,....
","",TT/',

scanning on a
sphere provides a substantial
in both data acquisition and
mation, The
required to
for full sphere used in the
test
was greater than 8 hours.
The time
required to
data over the 60° by
60° partial
would have
less
than 1 hour.
time
to
generate
antenna
patterns, including the time
for
input data processing
da ta
processing, was 5-1/2 hours for the full
sphere, as compared to 1 hour for the
partial sphere. Thus, the
test time
is reduced from over 1
hours to
under 2 hours via the use of partial
spheres.

Figure 20 is a comparison of the
far-field pattern obtained with spherical
scanning and one of the patterns obtained
with the compact range.
Figure 21
presents the same comparison, but over
the entire 360° cut. The spherical nearfield results and the compact range
results match to within the reproducibilityof the experiment and the accuracy of
the compact range.
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Figure 21. Transformed Data vs, Compact Range Data

Figure 22. Transformation on Partial Sphere vs, Transformation on Complete Sphere
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Conclusion
Spherical
offers several advantages over conventional antenna test methods..
test situations, spherical
best test method. The
tages and disadvantages
near-field have been
cepts required to understand
spherical
defined..
The
Scientific- Atlanta
2022, which is an implentation
spherical near-field test method,
described,
The antenna test
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